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Observation report given by Dr.Madeswaran.M for March - 2013
After introducing the Uni5 concept teaching into the main stream line we have observed the infancy
day care center this month. We are very glad to share few important reports given by staff and
parents.
* Out of 3 hours’ work cycle the Uni5 concepts are being presented for 45 minutes.
* The syllabus has been designed with academic members.
* Ms.Sumathy is supervising the pattern of presentations.
* Both the teachers are evolving slowly in this system. They need more time to develop.
* The teachers are able to convey a matter with interest and imagination.
* Few more facts have to be given to the child for whom they need to study and research a lot.
* Parents and teachers felt that the concepts must be very higher for infants and above 3 years. But
they themself has realized that the concepts are making the child to explore more and imagine more
which is very important for this age and this will sure make the child to step into reasoning by the age
of 6.
* Parents have told that the child is always talking about various concepts. [Ex: children used to wait
at their home entrance to see the moon and say it is night]
* Children have started taking care of the natural beings around them with more love and attention.
* The imagination within the teacher is most important for this teaching system which the staff need to
prepare.

* Certain time plans has been directed by us and more attention must be given to the caring of
Montessori materials.
* The list of syllabus we have given to the parents has made them to think much more about the
child's natural development.
* We need more to evolve. We thank Ms.Sumathy and teachers for taking dedicated measures to
implement this Uni5 system.

